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Amia

®

Whether it’s in the conference room, personal workstation or home office, the versatile design of Amia
fits into any work environment.

SOPHISTICATED SIMPLICITY

RESPONSIVE SUPPORT

PURPOSEFUL DESIGN

Amia is a hardworking task chair designed
to handle long hours of serious sitting—
and look chic while doing it.

The flex you feel when you lean against
Amia’s backrest is its unique LiveLumbar™
technology. Different than a typical lumbar
“cushion,” LiveLumbar is a system of
flexors that move with your back for
consistent, dynamic support. Two handles
on the chair’s backrest let you slide the
LiveLumbar to the ideal position for you.

The Amia chair was designed by the
Steelcase Design Studio in collaboration
with industrial designer Thomas Overthun
of IDEO. The team set out to create
a beautiful, quietly intelligent chair—
hence, the Amia.

GET TO KNOW AMIA
BACK LOCK

LIVELUMBAR™

To lock backrest in upright position,
lean forward and flip down lever. Flip
up lever to unlock for full-range motion.

Grasp both handles and slide
up or down for custom support
that flexes with your back.
HEIGHT / WIDTH / PIVOT / DEPTH
ADJUSTABLE ARMS

Lift button under arm caps to adjust height.
To adjust arm cap position, grasp arm caps and
slide in any direction. Your elbows should stay close
to your sides, and your wrists should be straight.

BACK TENSION

SEAT HEIGHT
To raise chair, lift your
body weight and hold up
lever. To lower chair, remain
seated and hold up lever.

Turn the knob forward for more
resistance and backward for less
resistance. Adjust tension to your
preference to help maintain your
back’s natural curve.

SEAT DEPTH
Lift the lever and hold, slide seat forward
or backward and release lever to lock.
Allow 2"–3" of space between the back
of your knees and the seat edge.

SUSTAINABILITY

WEIGHT RATING

SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold certified for indoor air quality in North America

Approved for users weighing up to 400 pounds.

level® 2 certified to ANSI/BIFMA e3 standard
Up to 97% recyclable
Up to 34% recycled content
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